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TRAVELING WAVES IN COMBUSTION PROCESSES

WITH COMPLEX CHEMICAL NETWORKS

STEFFEN HEINZE

ABSTRACT. The existence of traveling waves for laminar flames with complex

chemistry is proved. The crucial assumptions are that all reactions have to be

exothermic and that no cycles occur in the graph of the reaction network. The

method is to solve the equations first in a bounded interval by a degree argument

and then taking the infinite domain limit.

0. Introduction. In this paper we establish the existence of traveling waves for

premixed laminar flames with complex chemical networks. We consider the case of

vanishing Mach number i.e. the flame speed is much smaller than a typical gas

velocity.

The resulting equations were solved by H. Berestycki, B. Nicolaenko, B. Scheurer

[1] for a single step irreversible reaction. Here we discuss a class of exothermic

acyclic chemical networks. In [2, 3] P. Fife and B. Nicolaenko used a somewhat

weaker condition on the network than ours for a formal asymptotic analysis in the

limit of high activation energy. For mathematical reasons we can only handle the

case of exothermic, i.e. irreversible reactions.

In the first section we introduce the notations and derive the traveling wave

equations from the thermodynamic conservation laws. In §2 these equations are

solved in a finite domain by a mapping degree argument and then shown to

converge in the infinite domain limit.

The third section treats some examples to which the existence theorem can be

applied.

1. Notations and derivation of the traveling wave equations. Let Yj be the mass

functions of « chemical species Aj reacting in an infinite tube and depending on

time t and one space variable £. A chemical network consisting of r reactions may

be symbolically written as

R7  E «V*/-* E PijAn        j =l,.--,r,
i=i i=i

where v¡¡, /x,  g N U {0} represent the stöchiometric coefficients and for every j

there exist i and k with v¡¡, nkj > 0. Each reaction proceeds at a rate

a-i) w>=pn Y'v"B'{T^xp[-R-f)'
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Here F is the absolute temperature, £■ the activation energy, R the gas constant

and B/T) > 0 for T > 0. The mass action law gives the product over the mass

fractions and the Arrhenius kinetic the exponential factor. Next we introduce some

notation. Let

U= iT,Yx,...,Y„) G R" + 1,

Qj = heat release of reaction j,

d0iU) = heat conductivity,

djiU) = diffusion coefficient of species z,

p = density,

p = pressure,

— = t- 4- v-^-z = convective derivative with v as the velocity,
Dt      at dç

c  = specific heat at constant pressure.

Using the notations

¥

f0(u)= E QMu),
7=1

Fi(U)= t^tj-v^jiU)
/-i

the balance laws of mass, momentum, energy and mass fractions for zero Mach

number and no viscosity can be written in the form

(1.2.a) f + pff-0,

/■. o   \ DT       d ( J  dT\      „,TTS

DY,       d l     oYA

Additionally the state equation for an ideal gas holds:

(1.2.d) p = RPT

This approximation implies a constant pressure.

For the description of a flame moving to the left with constant velocity v0 let

x = | 4- v0t be the single independent variable. (1.2.a) then gives with d/dx = ( ' )

v0p'+(pv)' = 0    or    p(j;0 4-i;) = c

Here c is the mass flux. If (1.2.d) is substituted in (1.2.c) and Ry(F) is redefined by

( p/RT)Bj(T) one arrives at

(1.3) -{d0T'Y + cT'- F0(U),    -{d?/)' + cY/ = Fi(U).

Notice that c  disappears after scaling.
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Introduce the reaction vector V¡ = (¡iXj - vXj,..., pnJ - vnj) and let K¡ = (Q¡, Vf).

Now (1.3) may be written in the vector form

(1.4) -(D(U)U'Y + cU' = F(U)

where D = diag(i/0,..., d„) and F = (F0,..., F„). For a detailed formal derivation

from the thermodynamic conservation laws see [5]. As boundary conditions we

prescribe T~= T(-oo) > 0 and Y~ = Y¡(-oo) > 0 where not all Y~ vanish.

Since we consider only exothermic reactions U~ is in general not an equilibrium

point of (1.4), i.e. F(U~) =£ 0. Therefore we introduce an artificial ignition tempera-

ture 6 > T and redefine F(U) as 0 for F < 6. This cutoff of F is discussed in [1].

F is now discontinuous and (1.4) should hold in the following sense

(1.5) -D(U)U' + c(U- ÍT) = f   F(U(s))ds
■'-oo

with U g C'(R). At x = 4- oo we demand U = U+ with T+> 0. Hence FiUis)) is

C1 near infinity and F([/+) = 0 must hold. (1.5) gives the compatibility condition

/oo F(Uis))ds.
-00

Given U~ we seek a positive solution of (1.5) for some c and U+.

2. The main existence theorem. With the notations of §1 we state

Theorem 1. Suppose that the following assumptions hold:

(i) Let ÍT g R'VV = [U G R" + 1; U¡ > 0, i = 0,..., «} be given. Assume U0~ > 0

and that there exists j* such that z>;/» > 0 implies U~ > 0.

(ii)  The ignition temperature  6 should satisfy 0 < 6 — Uq   < R where R is a

constant which depends only on U~ and Kj.

(iii) The reaction rates have the form

,rn      i O í/,^R/(t/o)exp(-F//í/0)    for U0 > 6,
uAU) = { i = i

(O forUQ<e.

(iv) All reactions are exothermic, i.e. Q] > 0.

(v) For the reaction vectors V/ there exists L g R",_0, such that L ■ Vj < 0 for

y = l,...,r.

(vi) The diffusion coefficients d¡(U) are differentiable in [U g R+Y; Uq > C/0""}

and strictly positive for U bounded.

Then there exists c> 0; i/+G R"+1 and a function U G C2(R\ {0}) n C'(R) with

values in R"¿f such that

(2.1) -(D(U)U'Y + cU' = F(U)    z'«R\(0},

(2.2) u(-ao)=U-;    U( + ao)=U+;    Uo(0) = 6,

U¿(x) > 0.

Furthermore U* satisfies F(U+) = 0 and there exist a  > 0, 7 = 1,_r, with
r

(2.3) u:= u-+ E «^,-
7-1
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Remarks on the assumptions, (i) guarantees the positivity of at least one

reaction rate.

(ii) is needed for the estimate of c from below. It is also reasonable to choose

0 — Uq   small to diminish the cutoff error in to .

(iv) yields the monotonicity of U0, which implies the existence of lim x^xU(x).

(v) gives a priori bounds for U.

(v) is equivalent to the following (see Proposition 6): a- ^ 0 and Ey=1a,K g R"+0

imply a. = 0. In [2, 3] the weaker condition Y.rj=xajVj = 0 is used for an asymptic

analysis at high activation energy. But the network ,4—>2R; B —> 2 A shows the

nonexistence of a boundary condiiton U+ with the necessary conditions (2.2), (2.3).

Reaction cycles are characterized by the existence of a¡ > 0 where not all a, vanish,

s.t. T,j=xa-Kj = 0; but the latter is excluded by (v). This seems reasonable because

we consider only exothermic reactions.

Further remarks, (a) Besides positivity and differentiability for U0 > 0 we need

no condition on the temperature dependence of the reaction rates a,.

(b) If U~ is given U+ is in general not unique (compare the examples in §3). Also

if only one U+ is possible no uniqueness of c or U+ is asserted.

Summary of the proof. (1.5) is first solved in a bounded domain with "false"

boundary conditions to insure that the temperature is monotone increasing. A priori

estimates establish the infinite domain limit. The monotonicity of U0 gives the

existence of lim^^xU(x) = U+ with the properties in (2.2), (2.3).

Solution in a finite domain. In the interval (-a, a) we seek a positive solution of

(2.4) -D(U)U'+ c(U- U"-)= f F(U(s))ds

with boundary conditions

(2.5) -D(U)U' + cU = cU"-    atx = -a,

U(a) = U" + ,    Uo(0) = 0,

where

(2.6) ur =

and

if Uf > 0,

if U/ = 0,

U(X + > 0    will be chosen later independent of a,

(2.7) U,u+ =0    for/ = 1.n.

This will imply U¡(x) > 0 and U¿(x) > 0. First we show that for a solution of this

problem the discontinuity of F(U) occurs only once.

Proposition 1. Let U g C'((-a, a)) be a nonnegative solution of (2.4), (2.5) and

c > 0. Then U()(x ) = 0 for some x equivalent to x = 0.

Proof. (7o(0) = 0 < f/("+ implies the existence of a maximal x0 g [0, a) with

U0(xQ) = 0. Since for x > x() U(x) is C2((x0,a)) and not constant the strong

maximum principle [6] applied to (¿/„(t/)<_/„')' - cU¿ < 0 gives

(2.8) U0'ix0) > 0.
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Suppose another xx < x0 with U0(xx) = 0. Because of (2.8) xx may be chosen

maximal and U0(x) < 0 holds in (xx, x0). From F(U(x)) = 0 in (xx, x0) it follows

that U0(x) = 0 in (xx, x0), a contradiction.   D

By shifting U0 we may assume 0 = 0 and U0~ < 0. According to the proposition

the problem is reduced to finding a function U a C2(I,R"+1) in the interval

/ = (0, a) such that

( A[D(U)U')' + cU' = F(U)      in I,

-D(U)U' + c(U - U"-) = 0    at x = 0,

U(a) = Ua+,    U0(0) = 0.

Next we construct a compact operator, whose fixed points are the solutions of (2.9).

Let R > 0 and QR be the following open subset of C\I, R" + 1):

QR:= (t/G C'(/,R" + 1): \U\c\h< R; U¡ > 0 on I for all z; i/0(0) = 0;

t/0'(0) > 0; U0(a)> 0; 1/(0) > 0; U,(a) = 0; Ut'{a) < 0 for / > l}.

Assumption (vi) in Theorem 1 gives a constant a(fiR) s.t. d¡(U) ^ a > 0 for all

Í7 g fiÄ. Define D,(U):= tD(U) + a(l - t)l, 0 < t < 1, with 1 the unit matrix.

Further let 0 < ç < c. For H7 g Qr; c g [ç, c] we define

*T,(lF,c):= (t/,c + WQ(0))

where U is a solution of the linear boundary value problem

-(/>,( IF)f7')'+ cfT = rF( IF)     in/,

-F>í(I^)C/' + cí/=cí/a- atx = 0,

Í7(zz) = Ua + .

It is easy to check that Kt is well defined, continuous and compact with values in

C](I,R"+1) X R. Observe that the fixed points of Kx  have the desired properties.

Now a priori estimates are given to insure that  Kt   has no fixed points on

d(QR X (c, c)) for suitable R, c and c.

Proposition 2. Leí the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. If i/0a+ is sufficiently large

then there exist constants R,c,c s.t. Kr has no fixed point on d(QR X (c, c)) for

0 < r < 1. In particular (U,c) eß,X [ç, c] and Kt(U,c) = (U,c) imply \U\ci(n <

R; U(x) G R"^1 for all x e I and ç < c < c. Additionally we have for t = 1 that

\U\C2(/) and c are bounded independent of a for a > a{). Furthermore U¿(x) > 0 holds.

Proof. Assume that (U, c) is a fixed point of Kt in QR x [c, c]. We have to prove

that (U,c) g tiR x (c,c) for suitable R,c,c and t/()"+. For fixed R assumption (vi)

in Theorem 1 gives that du(U) is uniformly positive. Hence the maximum principle

can be applied. We divide the proof into several steps.

(i) First we verify the positivity of U¡ in / and the boundary conditions specified

in YlR. Proposition 1 gives U{)(x) > 0 in /. From (2.7), (2.9) we get £/()(0) = 0;

i/o'(0) > 0; i/0(a) > 0. F(U) is continuous for U0 > 0 and hence

(2.11) -(D,(U)U'Y + cU' = tF(U)

holds.
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Now let i ^ 1. If V¡j'.= Hjj - p¡j is negative then ?,. > O and <0y(£/) contains U¡

as a factor. So F,(í/) may be decomposed as

FiiU) = -hiiU)U,+  E   vijUj(u)

with h¡(U)= -il/Ui)T:yo<0VijOijiU) positive because U, > 0. From (2.11) we

derive

(</,,(!/)£//)' -cí//-//z,(í/)í/,<0.

The maximum principle gives £/,■ > 0 in / and U/(a) < 0 because U¡ = constant

would violate the boundary conditions in (2.9). t/,(0) > 0 follows now from the b.c.

at x = 0.

(ii) Next we derive an upper bound for \U\. By Theorem l(v) there exists a vector

L g R'^o1 such that L ■ V} < 0, y = 1,..., r. Hence L0gy + L ■ V} < 0 for some

L0 > 0, i.e. (L0, L) ■ Kj < 0 and (L0, L) ■ F(U) < 0. Multiply (2.11) by (L0, L) and

integrate:
n n

E W//>cI L,(i/.-[/r)    in/.
i = () i = 0

Choose now t/0a + > í/q" + (l/L0)E?=1L,í//a_   and use F/,(a) = 0;  U/(a) < 0 for

z = 1,_« to conclude that U¿(a) > 0.

Observe that t/0"+ is independent of the domain if a > a0- If we would have

U0'(x0) = 0 for some x0 g / then the equation for U0 would imply U0"(x0) < 0 and

thereof UQ' < 0 in (jc0, a) which contradicts t/0'(a) > 0. Thus U0' > 0 and 0 < UQ <

U("+ in /. Using the monotonicity of U0 we get

c(ur - i/o") > -doMix) + c(U0(x) - U0) -tf F0(U(s))ds

>tQjf Uj(Uis))ds

and for z ^ 1 it follows with some Rx > 0:

-d„U; + c(Ut - Ur) = * f F,(U(s)) ds < cRx

since F, is a linear combination of w;. This and U¡(a) = 0 give

|i/|c»(/)<  max (Uf~ + fi„i/0" + ) =:R2
1 ^ I < 17

independent of a for a > a0-

We remark that R2 depends only on Ua± and K¡. Now choose constants such

that for all U g {U g R"++1 ; |i/| < R2}_, 0 < a < d,.(£/) < ß; \vud,\ < y; \F(U)\

< A/ holds. Since R2 is independent of S2R X [ç, c] so are the other constants.

(iii) Now we prove a C2-estimate for U. From -D,(U)U' + c(U — U"~) =

tjçf F(U(s)) ds we obtain

|i/'|< (l/a)c(R2 + R, +|i/"- |°) =:cR3

and from (2.11)

|i/"|< (\/a)(yR\c2 + c2Ri + M) =:Ri(c).
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(iv) To derive an upper bound for c let w(x) = U0   - U0(x) and apply the lemma

of Gronwall [7] to

-dOlU0' + c(i/0 - £/„")< tMx

and conclude

tM
ia) < w(0)eca/ß + — f  sec/ß("-s)ds.

a   J0

Thus

-U~eía/ís < U0a+ - U0- +(Mß2/ac2)e'a/ß       (Ur < 0).

If c2 > -2Mß2/aU0   =:c2 then

~U°~   < Ur - U0     or   c < 4lnÍ2^-^) -:ca.
2e'-"/ß        " u a    \        -i/o"

Now choose c > max(cx, c2) and R > R2 + R3c. Observe that for t = 1 and a > a{)

one can estimate c and consequently the C2-norm of U independently of a.

(v) Concerning the lower bound for c use FQ(U) > 0 and Gronwall's Lemma

applied to -d0(U)U' + c(U - U~) > 0 to get

US* - i/o" < -e^U0     or   c> glnf *'* ~U°~ ) > : ç > 0
«    \      -i/o

which gives all the desired estimates.   D

Next we use the mapping degree to show that Kx has a fixed point.

Proposition 3. There exist £/0u+ size« //W for any given domain I = (0,a) the

problem (2.8) has a solution (U,c) g C2(/,R"++1) X R+.

Proof. Take $lR X (c,c) as above. By Proposition 2, deg(id0 X(ç,î)-^î('> '))

with respect to (0,0) G C1(I) X R is independent of /. The degree of id - K0 is

easily seen to be 1. Consequently Kx has a fixed point.    D

The infinite domain limit. Let (Ua, ca) be a solution of (2.9) in (0, a). According to

Proposition 2 there exist R,c > 0 such that \Ua\ci((0 a)) < R and 0 < ca < c inde-

pendent of a for a > afí.

It remains to bound ca from below independent of a.

Proposition 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 let (Ua,cu) be a solution of

(2.9) in (0, a). If Uq+ is sufficiently large then ca > ç > 0 for all a > a().

Proof. In the proof we omit the subscript a. Since U¿ > 0 and F0(U) ^Owe get

from (2.9)

f F0(U(s)) ds < c(U(; - U0),       0 < aU¿ < d0(U)U¿ < c(UiX+ - U0~).

This yields with UQ as the independent variable

'US
Ia  F0iU(UQ))dU0^C-(U7- -UQ)2.
jq a
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Thus it suffices to estimate F0(U(U0)) on a fixed ¿/„-interval from below. For that

purpose we estimate one «.. Choose j* according to assumption (i) in Theorem 1

and consider i with p¡Jt > 0. Hence U/~ = U~ > 0. Let V¡j be the z'th component

of V:. Since Q, > 0 we can find L, for all such indices i with 0, 4- LV¡, > 0 and
7 *-7 _ i *-./ i    1/

therefore F0(U) + L¡F¡(U) > 0. Now add to the equation for UQ the equation for U¡

multiplied by L, and integrate:

d0U0' + L,dfj; < c(J70 - t/0- + 1,(1/, - cr))

or

rf0i/0' + !,(</,£/,)' < c(U0 - U0   + L,(U, - UT)) + L,{vud, • U')U,

< c(U0 +(L,(1 + yRA/a)d,U, - U0~ - L,^) =:cW

where y. a, R3 are as in the proof of Proposition 2. With U¿ > 0 and a/(l + yR3)

< í/0(í7)weget

(2.12) _^^ = _^^ + iMc7.y<c^.

Now choose i/0+ > i/0_ 4- LfJr for all z with viJt > 0. Since i/,(a) = 0 we have

W(a) > 0 and by (2.12) W(x)>0 throughout [0, a]. Hence

,,,,   w « (Ur + L,U7 - U0(x))

Ui{X) > ß(l + yR3) " ~lT

Now let -t/0~ < ¿,1/" for all i with i>(.., > 0 (see Theorem l(ii)). Thus Ui is

bounded from below by a positive function of UQ on the i/0-interval

[0, min„ t >0LjU~ + U0~]. So the same is true for cj*(<7) and F0(i/) and we are

done. Now we can pass to the limit a —> oo.    D

Propositions. Problem (2.1) has a nonnegative solution U g C2(R\ {0}) n C\R)

size« i/zzzl Yimx_xU(x) =: U+ exists and for which (2.2), (2.3) is satisfied. Further-

more U' > 0 holds.

Proof. The C2-norm of a solution U" in the finite domain (0, a) is uniformly

bounded. So by selecting a subsequence, as a -* oo Ua converges to Í7 locally

uniformly in C'(R, R'+V) and c" -> c > 0 since c < c" < c.

U satisfies the boundary condition at x = 0 by (2.6) i/0'(0) > 0 and U0'(x) > 0

imply UQ(x) > 0 in R+. Hence F(U) is continuous and

T F(Ua(s))ds -* f F(U(s))ds    for any fixed x
A) •'o

as a -> oo.

So U solves the integrated equation (1.5) and by continuity of F(i/) also (2.9).

Therefore U g C2(R+, R"+V)-

The maximum principle gives U¡ > 0 whenever U/ > 0. Since U0 is bounded,

nondecreasing and i/0'(0) > 0 lim^xUQ(x) =: i/0+ > i/0(0) = 0 exists.

Let IF := D( Í/ )Í7 ' and Y the aj-limit set of ( U, W). Note that

Te {((],W)& R2" + 2; c70= f/0+, ßj>0}.
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r is compact, invariant and connected by the boundedness of (U, W) [4]. The flow

on T is described by

(2.13) Ü'= D(U)~XW,    W' = cD((jylW - F(U).

UQ = U^ gives W¿ = AV0s 0, FQ(U) = 0 and consequently Uj(Ü) = 0 for all j.

Since F, is a linear combination of a¡, F¡iÜ) vanishes for all i. Thus the only

bounded solution of (2.13) in Y is Ü = constant and W = 0. Hence limx^xUix)

= :U+ exists and limx_xU'(x) = 0, F(U+) = 0. From the equation for U0 we

conclude

FQ(U(s))ds = c(U0+ - t/0')
0

and ff Uj(U(s))ds = :a,c exists with a, > 0. Thus i/+= t/_+ L'-^ajKj.

Now if t/,- > 0 for z > 1 the maximum principle applied to any finite interval

gives U¡(x) > 0; so at least w-*(i/(j)) > 0 where j* is as in Theorem l(i) and

consequently F0(U(s)) > 0. If U0'(x) = 0 for some x then U0"(x) = 0 since U0 is

nondecreasing. This contradicts F0(U) > 0. Hence i/0 is strictly monotone increas-

ing. For solving the equation in (-oo, 0) take U(0), U'(0) of the solution in (0, oo) as

initial data. Since F(U) = 0 for x < 0 it is easy to see that limv__00i/ = U~ and

i/ > 0 holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.    D

3. Simple existence criteria and examples. First we will give some equivalent

conditions to Theorem l(v), in order to characterize the class of admissible chemical

networks.

Proposition 6. Let Vx,..., Vr g R" \ {0}. Then the following conditions are equiva-

lent:

(i) There exists a vector L G R"+ 0 such that L ■ Vj < 0 for all] = 1,..., r.

(ii) a- > 0, y = 1,..., r, and Y.rJ^xajVj g R"+0 imply a;. = 0, j = 1,..., r.

(iii) Let C the positive cone spanned by V, and C the negative cone. Then

C n R% = {0} and C n -C = {0}.

Proof, (i) =» (ii). Multiply YJj=xaVj by L and conclude a; = 0.

(ii) =» (iii) Let ieCn R"+0 i.e., AT = I.'j.xctJVJ g R% with a; > 0. Then (ii)

gives a; = 0.

Let XGCn-C, i.e., X = L^i^Vj■= -Zrj=xßjVj, with aj,ßj > 0. Hence

Lrj-i(etj + ßj)Vj = 0 and a; = /Sy = 0 follows from (ii).

(iii)=»(i).

(iii) implies the existence of a « - 1 dimensional hyperplane that separates C and

R'+o strictly. A normal vector L to this hyperplane may be chosen such that

L ■ X < 0 for X g C\ {0} and L ■ X > 0 for X g R%\ {0}. By setting Z = Vj

and A' the basis vectors in R" respectively we obtain (i).   D

Remarks, (a) (ii) is the dual condition to (i); cf. the Fredholm-alternative for

systems of inequalities, (ii) means that we cannot have reaction chains in the graph

of the network whose beginning is part of its end. As an example the network

A —> 2R; B —> A or as a chain A -» 2B —> 2A is excluded.
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As a special case reaction cycles are not admissible.

(b) The networks A -» B; B -> A and A -* 2B; B -> 2.4 show that in general no

condition in (iii) can be omitted. In this sense the condition is also necessary for

exothermic networks.

Simple examples. For some simple reaction mechanisms, which occur as parts in

many networks we check the above conditions for existence and give the possible

boundary conditions U+. f/+ satisfies F(U+) = 0; [/+e R"+;' and U+= U~ +

E'/= ! ctjKj for some af > 0.

(a) Sequential reaction.

Ax->A2-> •••   -> /1„.

This gives

7
F; = (0,...,0, -1,1,0.0) eR".

L = («,«- 1,.... 1) g R% satisfies L ■ V]■ = -1 < 0. If i/f > 0 we have ex-

istence.

It turns out that U+ is unique:

u0+ = u0 + E  E 2//¿,
7 = 1    ZV=1

u¡+ = o,   / = i.« — i,

iC = E ur.
i=i

Analogously for general stöchiometric coefficients.

(b) Branching reactions.

^l-»^y+l. y'= 1,...,«- 1,

7+1

F; = (-1,0,...,0,   1, 0,...,0) g R".

With L = (1,0.0), L • Vl■< 0 holds. For U+ we get

«-i

i/0+ = ir + E «,e,, i/r = o,
7 = 1

Í7,+ = IT + «,-_!,        z = 2,...,«,

under the constraint L"=f ay = t/f. Hence « - 2 of the a, are not determined. This

is the extreme case of nonuniqueness and typical for branched networks since there

exist several reaction paths for reaching equilibrium. Which path actually is observed

depends on the initial data of the time depending problem.

(c) Radical reaction.

Rx :AX + A2-> A3 + A4

A2 + A2 -» A5.
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In [3] this describes a simplified global two step mechanism for a hydrocarbon

flame, with

Ax = C„H„, hydrocarbon

A2 = 02 oxygen

A-j = CO radical

^4^H20 product

^5 = C02 product

For simplicity we assumed the stöchiometric coefficients to be 1.

For Vx = (-1,-1,1,1,0) and K2 = (0,-1,-1,0,1) we may take L = (0,1,0,0,0).

Let i/f, Uf > 0 and i/f = Ur = Uf = 0. For calculating U+ we have to dis-

tinguish two cases:

(i) 2i/f t> U2~ (fuel rich flames) which gives

Ua+ = U0- +(tQx+(l-t)Q2)Ur;

Ux+ = Ux  - tUf ;    Uf = 0;    i/3+ = (2/ - l)i/2" ;

u; = tu/;  ur = (\-t)u/

for some t g [\,min(U[/U{,1)]-

(ii) 2i/f < U2~ (oxygen rich flame) in which case

ur = ur +(öi + e2)tr. t? = ur = o,
t/4+ = U5+ = Ux ,       Uf = Uf - 2Ur.

This examples shows that uniqueness of U+ depends also on U~.

4. Concluding remarks. The essential restriction in the existence theorem was that

all reactions have to be exothermic. It would be desirable to treat also reversible

reactions, for they are present in any realistic combustion process. The effect would

be that the final temperature and the flame speed would decrease. This can indeed

be proven for a reversible one-step reaction with equal diffusion rates. In general the

temperature will not be monotone. But this monotonicity was essentially used in this

work. Therefore our method does not apply in this case. Whether there exist

travelling waves then depends on the relative magnitude of forward and backward

reaction.
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